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Chapter 19 Hang out with him 
The words,made Joey immediately take two steps back,he instantly 
remembered the last time he was in her car,and to be honest,is not so 
memorable at all. 
Like sitting on a roller coaster,up and down, but he also has no room to resist, 
he can’t just 
beat a girl like her up. 
Joey Smith’s retreat made Elena Forbes sneer, “Come up yourself,or I’ll go 
down and kick 
you up,you can take your time to choose,I’m not in a hurry of somewhere.” 
Joey looked at the school gate not far away and started thinking about the 
time it would take to run from here to there. 
At this time,Elena’s demonic voice came again,”Of course, you have every 
right to run far 
away,and if you don’t want your roommates to think you’re out for sale, you 
better behave and 
do what I said.” 
After hearing this,Joey trembled and raised his hand to point at 
her,”You,this,this is illegal!” Elena bared her teeth at him,”What illegal?Illegal 
of coveting your young boy’s body?” 
Finished,her big eyes flashed, at that moment,Joey feels that she is a soul-
seeking vixen and 
the kind that eats people without spitting bones. 
Lightly exhaled, he nodded, “Don’t grope me,I’ll just go with you.” 
He can see the seriousness in Elena Forbes’s eyes just now,it is obvious that 
she is the kind 
of person who can do things by any means,such people, you don’t want to 
mess with her,he is 
still very aware of that. 
After getting into her car once again, he found that there was a surprising 
change inside. Those previous jewelry pendants are gone,and the car is 
clean and fresh inside,just like a 
new car driving from the store. 
He once again can’t stop chattering,”Sister,where is that little doll hanging 
here?” 
“In a trash.”Elena’s words were emotionless. 
“Just throw it away?”He thought at the time that the doll must have been 
expensive,and as a 
result,she just threw it. 
Elena noticed his disapproval and felt said, “That’s something Alston Rivers 
doesn’t want, so 



why should I keep it anyway.” 
“Uh,okay.”Joey looked at the sarcasm flashing in Elena Forbes’s eyes as she 
said this. 
Without topics, he was a little panicked and said, “Today,it’s still early,are you 
going to hang 
out with someone?” 
“You!”Elena said with an expressionless face,scaring Joey out of his soul. 
He hurriedly waved his hands and said, “No, no, no, I’m not fun at all,Miss,I’ll 
recommend some games to you,it’s really fun,you’ll like them there are many 
girls in them!” 
“Heh,”Elena Forbes puffed out loud,”how meaningless the game is,you are 
rather more 
interesting.” 
Joey Smith:”What the….” Joey wanted to cry. However, he was relieved 
when Elena pulled over. Because this is a mall,and the kind of people coming 
and going, very lively. One look and you know that it is definitely a place 
Elena has never ventured. 
He clearly saw Elena’s frown. 
But this time he learned a good lesson,afraid will be made fun of if he opens 
his mouth,so he 
keeps his mouth shut. 
Finally,after ten minutes of sitting in the car,Elena got off with him. 
Joey surreptitiously checked Elena’s face,thinking:no wonder she is a bog 
shot so quickly prepared the psychological construction! 
The nonchalant Elena Forbes grabbed Joey’s arm to hide her nervousness at 
seeing too 
many strangers. 
At the same time,she was thinking,that if Joey Smith dared to shake off her 
hand,then he would be absolutely dead. 

 


